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 What’s In The Box 

Please inspect the contents of your shipped package to ensure you have received everything that 
is listed below.  

All rights reserved.  
  

No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photo-copying, recording, or otherwise, except as may be expressly permitted by the applicable copyright 

statutes or in writing by the Publisher. 

40ft Fraser Crane Package (JB-FR6T) 

A s s e m b l y  M a n u a l  
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Box - 1 
  

Jib Sections 1, 2, 4, 5 & 6  

Box - 2 
  

Jib Sections  7, 8, 9, 10 & 11  

Box - 3 
  

Jib Sections 12 & 13 and Supporting Rods 

Head Section  Cable Guide 
Support Rods  

Controller 
Rod 

Leveling 
Support Rods 

Wire Holder LCD  Monitor Arm  

Section-3 

Box - 4 
  

Jib Section 3, Accessories & Cables 

Main Controller 
Box Frame 

2x Weight Rods & 
Weight Closers 
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Yellow Cables:  
  

3rd to 13th Section: Total 5 Cables 
(13', 5' 9” x 2, 2' 9", 2' 10") 

Red Cables: 
  

3rd to 2nd Section: 3'10" 
3rd to 1st Section: 6'6" 
3rd to 5th Section: 5'          
3rd to 7th Section: 10' 9" 
3rd to 11th Section: 22' 12” 
7th to 13th Section: 18' 2" 

Blue Cables:  
  

2nd to 13th Section: 34' 2" x 2  
2nd to 11th Section: 27' 10" x 2 

Box - 5 
Column & Accessories 

4x Column  
Supporting Rods 

4x Locking Pins  

Centre 
Column 

Box - 6 (Wooden Box) 
Dolly Structure with Rear Wheel Steering 
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Box - 7 
Pan Tilt Head (PT-1100) & Accessories 

Pan Tilt Head 

1mtr BNC Connecting  
Wire (1pc) 

Lemo to Din  
Connecting Wire (1pc)  

5 Pin Lemo Male to Male 
Connecting Wire (2pc)  

Lemo to Push/Pull 
Connecting Wire (1pc) 

Main Controller Box 
Head 

Control 
Handle  

Camera 
Control 
Handle  

Focus & Iris 

13mtr BNC to BNC 
Long Connecting Wire 

13mtr 7 Pin to 7 Pin 
XLR Male Wire (1pc) 

2x Joystick Wires  
1. With Blue Ring 

3.5mm Jack Male to Male 
Connecting Wire (1 pc)  

2.5mm Jack Male to Male 
Connecting Wire(1pc)  

4 Pin XLR Male to 
Female Connecting 

Wire (1pc) 

Main Ac Adapter  
(1pc)  
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Safety Hints of Jib Crane  

ATTENTION: PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE USING TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT     
& OPERATOR! 

 The crane may not be assembled or operated under influence of alcohol, drugs or any other intoxicating 
substances. Lack of attention while connecting the components together can cause substantial damage 
to equipment / operator. 

  

 The crane may only be operated on levelled horizontal position. Make sure that the surface is stable. 
  

 To prevent any harm or injury, properly join all sections of the crane. It is suggested to use the support 
stand while telescoping the complete length. 

  

 Always connect the steel cables properly to provide stability to the system. They should not negatively 
impact the movements of crane in any way. 

  

 After setup of the crane, the pan-tilt head / gimbal head shall be positioned under the central pivot    
section. In assembled state, when the pan-tilt head / gimbal head is higher than central pivot section, 
there should be someone to look after the crane system. 

  

 The complete panning & lifting range around it must be kept free. Avoid anybody standing under the 
crane. No loose objects may be stored or placed on it. Be very careful while using indoors. 

  

 Never operate the crane in the immediate vicinity of high-voltage power cables. It holds danger to life. 
  

 Particular care is required when operating the crane in unfavourable weather conditions. The crane 
must be shut down in sufficient time. When it is used in a rainy day, the pan-tilt   head / gimbal head and 
controlling bar shall be protected against rain. 

  

 When you want to transport the crane, lock the Pan & Tilt Axis for safety. Make sure that the             
components do not rub together and cause any material wear.  

  

 Before the counterweights are removed, ensure the remote head is resting on the support stand. Then 
gradually remove the counterweights before remote head, camera or other parts. 

  

 In the interest of safe crane operation, avoid abruptly swivelling or stopping the crane, otherwise it may 
cause serious damage to equipment. 

 
FOLLOWING THESE GUIDELINES WILL PROVIDE BETTER SHOTS AND TROUBLE FREE OPERATION. 
SHOULD YOU NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE ‘ONLINE’ BY     
CONTACTING THE SALES REPRESENTATIVE. 
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 Take out the knob of leveling support and 
attach the dolly base. Fix it back and tighten 
to secure it. 

 Connect wheels with dolly base and secure 
with the help of provided knobs. 

 Dolly Setup 

 Once both the above mentioned steps are 
completed, you will see the dolly as shown in 
the image here.  

 Place center column onto center of dolly. 
Tighten with knobs properly to secure it. 

 Attach Column Supporting Rods. Put one end 
into dolly base and fix the other end with   
Column. Secure them with Locking Pins.  

 Center Column Setup 

To avoid unwanted accident while assembling the crane, please assemble the dolly with supporting feet. 
It also increases the stability. 
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 Once all the above mentioned steps are 
completed, you will see the setup as shown 
here.  

 Place Section-3 with Hub Mounting on top of 
Center Column. Lock it with provided knobs, 
to secure it properly. 

 Lock both pan and tilt knobs to assemble the 
Jib crane. 

 Remove allen bolts before joining Section-2. 
Now connect it with Section-3 and tighten 
the bolts to secure it. 

 Jib Setup 

 Attach Rear Wheel Steering with dolly. Insert 
the Locking Pin and tighten it accurately.  

NOTE: Repeat this process for rest of the sections. Attach them towards the other end of Section -3.   
Similarly, connect Section-1 with the other end of Section-2.  

Tilt Locking 
Knob 

Pan Locking 
Knob 

2
 

2 3 

3 

3 3 
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 Attach Cable Guide vertical Rod to Cable 
Guide Clamp on Section-3 properly. Loosen 
the bolts on clamp to connect cable guide 
horizontal rod with it. Re-tighten the bolts. 

 Similarly, attach both vertical & horizontal 
Cable Guide Rods onto Section-10. 

 Cable Guide Rods Setup 

 Fix Wire Holder on Section-12 of the jib. 

 Remove knobs from Section-13, towards the 
Head section. 

 Then attach Head Section with it and              
re-tighten the knobs on both sides. 

 Connect one 34.2ft cable with side hook on 
Section-13 & connect it to the clamp on    
Section-2, while towing it from one side of 
jib. 

 Blue Stability Cables Setup 

3 4 

12 

13 
13 
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 Repeat the same process with another 34.2ft 
cable, towing it from the other side of jib. 

 Align both cables properly with both sides of 
Cable Guide horizontal Rod.  

 Now connect both 27.10ft cables with clamp 
on Section-11. Secure them with pin & align 
them properly with both sides of Cable Guide 
horizontal Rod.  

 Now attach the other end of both cables to 
clamp on Section-2 

 Connect one end of 3.10ft cable with a hook 
on Cable Guide Rod on Section-3 and another 
end to the clamp on Section-2. Adjust the 
cable with the help of Cable Tensioner. 

 Attach 6.6ft cable to same hook on Cable 
Guide Rod and another end to the clamp on 
Section-1.  

 Red Stability Cables Setup 
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 Attach 5ft cable to same hook on other side 
of Cable Guide Rod and attach another end 
of cable to the clamp on Section-5. 

 In the same way, connect 10.9ft cable with 
same hook on Cable Guide Rod and another 
end with clamp on Section-7. 

 Similarly, connect 22.12ft cable with same 
hook on Cable Guide Rod and attach another 
end with clamp on Section-11. 

 Then attach 18.2ft cable with top hook on 
Section-13 & pull it through the top of Cable 
Guide Rod. 

 Connect the other end of this cable with 
clamp on Section-7 of the jib. 

 Attach the yellow long cable with hook on 
Head Section and align it with Wire Holder, 
while pulling it towards the Hub. 

 Yellow Stability Cables Setup 

NOTE: Join all yellow cables (13’, 5.9’x2, 2.9’ & 2.10’) together, make it as one long cable and attach it to 
the jib. 
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 Then connect the other end with a pin on 
Hub Section. 

 Fix Main Controller Box Frame with Section-1 
by inserting Weight Rod through the holes. 

 Insert another Weight Rod through the holes 
on Section-1. 

 Join both Leveling Support Rods and lock 
them with the provided Locking Pin.  

 Now fix one end of this leveling support rod 
with Hub Section and the other end with 
Main Controller Box Frame. 

 Insert Controller Rod into Main Controller 
Box Frame and tighten the knobs correctly to 
secure it. 

 Other Parts of Jib Setup 
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NOTE: If you have purchased Proaim 40ft Fraser Crane Noble Package (JB-FR6T-01), please consider      
following steps also. 

 

ATTENTION: PLEASE READ THIS BEFORE USING TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO HEAD! 
 
APPROPRIATELY MOUNT THE HEAD 
The head must be attached securely with all knobs properly tightened, to avoid harm both to the       
equipment and crew. 
  

ALWAYS ESTABLISH THE CORRECT BALANCE 
If the camera is out of balance, all three axis will not work.  
  

BE WATCHFUL WHILE HEAD IS IN MOTION 
Do NOT put fingers or other body parts near the movable elements of head when the Controller                 
is switched on. It can result in wounds or other injuries. 
  

CAREFULLY USE THE BATTERY 
When the crane system is not-in-use, Switch-off the Main Control Box to save on the battery usage. 
  

LOCK THE AXIS WHILE TRANSPORT 
Lock the Safety Pins on two axis for safety, while transportation & storage. 
 
FOLLOWING THESE GUIDELINES WILL PROVIDE BETTER SHOTS AND TROUBLE FREE OPERATION. 
SHOULD YOU NEED ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE ‘ONLINE’ BY    
CONTACTING THE SALES REPRESENTATIVE. 

Safety Hints of Pan Tilt Head (PT-1100) 
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Functioning of Control System 

Head  

On the input/output panel for head, “MAIN CABLE” is to connect the main cable.  
  

“VIDEO l” and “VIDEO II” is to connect video signal with monitor. There is slip ring inside the head, the 
control signal of main cable, power and two video signals are connected with the head through this slip 
ring.  
  

“DC OUTPUT” is the power supply for camera.  
  

“VIDEO I” & “VIDEO II” is to connect the video signal to the camera’s monitor, connect the BNC socket on 
input/output panel through the slip ring inside the head.  
  

“SYSTEM OUT” is the output socket for system power and control signal which connects with the control 
unit of ENG lens or the “SYSTEM IN” socket for roll axis.  
  

The input panel for ENG control unit has “ZOOM” which connects with ZOOM cable,  
“FOCUS” connects with the focus servo motor and “IRIS” connects with the Iris servo motor. 

Main Controller Box 

On the front panel of Main Controller Box, there are separate control units for PAN, TILT, ROLL & ZOOM, 
for controlling the actual directions. 
  

“REV” is to reverse the directions. 
  

“SPEED” and “RAMP” is to adjust the speed. 
  

“DAMP” is to adjust the damping.  
  

“ON” switch controls each axis movement of head. When you turn off this button, the handle’s control 
will be ignored. This  function is used to avoid accidental movement when you don’t need a particular axis 
to move. 
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“FOCUS REV” is to change the actual rotating direction of focus.  
  

“CENTER RESET” is to set the center position of joystick. Make the joystick and ZOOM potentiometer back 
to center automatically. Then press this button for one second, the existing position of joystick and ZOOM 
potentiometer will be defaulted as center by system.  
  

On the back panel of control box, “AC  INPUT” is the power supply input. Put the blue plug of the power 
cable into the bottom of this socket, then turn it in clockwise direction until you hear a sound, the self-
locking block will lock the plug. When plugging it out, use the thumb to slide the self-locking block back-
ward, then turn the plug in counterclockwise direction till end, it will be plugged out. The button near this 
socket is switch for AC power. 
  

“MAIN CABLE” is to control output for head.  
  

“DC OUT” is for DC power output which can be used to supply power for monitor.  
  

“DC INPUT” is for DC power input which comes from the power box or external AC adapter. 
  

“HEAD CONTROL HANDLE” is to connect the handle which controls Head.  
  

“CAMERA CONTROL HANDLE” is to connect the handle which controls Camera. The socket and Connector 
of handle’s cable are distinguished by different color, make sure to connect the same color together. 
There is a battery plate at side panel of control box. 

Handles 

With control handle for Head, move the joystick left/right 
to control pan movement, move the joystick back/forth 
to control the tilt movement and rotate the joystick to 
control the roll movement. The top button of joystick can 
make Z-axis back to level. With control handle for        
Camera, there are Iris and Record (red) buttons on front 
panel. The button “a” is for FOCUS. 

 Attach Pan Tilt Head to the Head Plate of jib 
and secure it precisely with the help of 
knobs. 

 In order to balance camera on head, detach 
pan, tilt and roll gears via provided knobs & 
then properly balance your camera. Once it is 
done, you can re-attach the gears and tighten 
the knobs.  

 Pan Tilt Head Setup 
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 Pull out the Safety Pins to adjust the Tilt & 
Roll axis of Pan Tilt Head. Locking the pins 
will fix axis. Now it is convenient to balance 
one axis while the other will remain locked. 

NOTE: Loosen the side knob and pull the      
release pin to release the camera mounting 
plate. 

 Attach Dovetail Plate (NOT INCLUDED) with 
Camera Base Plate & tighten the bolt          
correctly. 

NOTE: Pan Tilt Head has Safety Pins on tilt & roll axis, which are locked by default, to protect it from any 
damage while transit. 

 Now mount your camera (NOT INCLUDED) 
on the Camera Mounting Plate of Pan Tilt 
Head and tighten the knob appropriately to 
secure it. 

NOTE: This Pan Tilt Head has                            
Micro-Adjustments to appropriately balance 
the camera setup. Move camera base plate up 
and down with vertical adjustment knob for 
balancing on Tilt Axis, whereas loosen the    
horizontal adjustment knob to move roll axis 
back and forth for balancing on Roll Axis. The 
camera should be able to stop in any position 
after the tilt & roll balance is achieved. After 
finishing all adjustments, lock knob at both axis 
and also at camera plate. 

Horizontal  
adjustment 

vertical 
adjustment 
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 Plug lemo to din Connecting Wire from       
Circuit Board to camera 

 Now Insert Focus & Iris gears into 15mm rod 
and attach them to lens focusing ring & Iris 
ring of your camera. Then plug-in the Iris & 
Focus wires from camera to circuit board. 

 Plug 1mtr BNC Connecting Wire from Pan Tilt 
Head to camera. 

 Plug 5 pin male to male lemo wire from Pan 
Tilt Head to circuit board near camera. 

 Repeat the same with another 5 pin male to 
male lemo wire. 

 Hang the counterweights (NOT INCLUDED) 
on Weight Rod according to your camera   
setup. 
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 Now attach LCD Monitor Arm with upper side 
of Main Controller Box and tighten the knob 
to secure it. 

 Then attach LCD Monitor (NOT INCLUDED) 
and tighten it with the knob. 

(a) To use the Main Ac adapter, plug in the 
main AC adapter cable. 

NOTE: You have 2 ways to use Pan Tilt Head with this Controller Box.  

(a) V-Mount Battery  

(b) Main AC Cable 

DO NOT use both the options together. 

 Main Controller Box Setup 

NOTE: If you are using Main AC Adapter, then 
plug-in one end of 4pin XLR male to female   
connecting wire in DC OUT and connect the 
other end with LCD Monitor or any other        
accessory.  

(b) To use it with V-Mount Battery, fix it with 
the Battery Plate on controller box. 
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 Attach 13mtr 7 pin XLR Cable to top of Pan 
Tilt Head and connect it to Main Controller 
Box. 

 Connect 13mtr BNC long wire from the top of 
Pan Tilt Head to LCD Monitor. 

 Then attach both the Camera Control & Head 
Control Handles to Weight Rod and tighten 
the knobs for safety. 

 Finally, plug-in 7pin XLR Joystick Wire (Yellow 
Ring) from Main Controller Box to Head    
Control Handle. 

 Similarly, plug-in 7pin XLR Joystick Wire (Blue 
Ring) from Main Controller Box to Camera 
Control Handle. 

Balancing Jib Crane  

After all parts and cables are assembled on jib arm & Pan Tilt Head, add Counterweights according to your 
camera setup requirement, on either of the counterweight supporting rods.  

NOTE: Pay attention while dissembling. Remove the counterweights first and then remove the camera. 
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NOTE: If you want to use the Pan Tilt Head 
with 2-Axis, you have to buy 2-Axis part           
separately (NOT INCLUDED). Please consider 
following steps. 

 Loosen the bolts at both sides of Pan Tilt 
Head and remove 3-Axis part from it. 

 Attach the 2-Axis part with Pan Tilt Head and 
tighten it using the screw driver. 

 Loosen the tightening pin to release Camera 
Mounting Plate and pull out locking pin in 
order to discharge the quick release.  

 2-Axis Pan Tilt Head Setup 

 Now, slide-out quick release from Pan Tilt 
Head, as shown in the image.  

 Attach camera onto quick release plate and 
tighten it properly with the help of screw 
driver. 
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 Then slide-in quick release & attach with 
Camera Mounting Plate. Lock them with the 
locking pin accurately. 

NOTE: It has micro-adjustments to properly   
balance the camera setup on head. 

 In order to balance the camera on head,     
detach pan and tilt gears via provided knobs 
& then properly balance your camera. Once it 
is done, you can reattach gears and tighten 
the knobs. 

 Finally, plug the 5 pin male to male lemo wire 
from Pan Tilt Head to the circuit board. 

Vertical  
adjustment 
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YOUR PROAIM 40FT FRASER CRANE PACKAGE 
ALL DRESSED UP AND READY TO GO! 

(SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES) 

Warranty: We offer one year warranty for our products from date of purchase. Within this period of time, 
we will repair it without charge for labor or parts. Warranty doesn’t cover transportation costs nor does it 
cover a product subjected to misuse or accidental damage. Warranty repairs are subjected to inspection 
and evaluation by us. 
  

Liability: We are not liable for damage caused by products that we do not supply or from mishandling in 
transit, accident, misuse, neglect, lack of care of the product, or service by anyone other than our company. 
  

Contact Us: In case of any kind of dissatisfaction, please Contact us immediately and we promise our    

utmost support and care until you use our product.  


